Special to The Tech

With much ado and fanfare, the starting lineup to the 1987 Tech softball team was announced on Saturday. The crew will double as the managing board of Volume 107 of MIT's oldest and largest newspaper. Mike Garrone (center field)

Michael J. "The Phantom" Garland '88 was elected publisher of Volume 107. Mike, a Seattle native, said his prime reason for accepting the position was to publish PAC-10 football standings on the front page.

"The" Earl C. "O" Yes '88 was elected editor in chief for the coming year. Earl's pledge never again to mention Christopher J. Adams '87 in the sports pages of The Tech was greeted with much enthusiasm. Earl is the third Course VI editor in chief in the last three years. But we like him anyway.

Mark Kantrowite (outs)

Mark "Oliver Wendell" Kantrowite '97 puts away the border tape and opens up the money chest as the new managing editor. Ben Z. "Sting" Stanger '88 will continue as managing editor, "I feel like I've just been railroaded," he was last seen preparing his letter of resignation.

Ezra Peinach (catcher)

Rumors has it Ezra "Kohele T." Peinach '89 spent $3.8 million on his campaign to ensure his election as production manager. Ezra hopes to have better luck with The Tech's distributions than he did with the TCA buses to New York.

Andy Fish (right field)

Andrew L. "Gallant" Fish '89 is unlucky enough to retain the post of news editor. Andy will bring the same enthusiasm to the news department that he regularly brings to editorial.

Akhbar Merchant (DHE)

"I'll bring my hard copy of the AP stylebook into the office," Akbar A. "The Triangle" Merchant '98 promised, ensuring his election as the other news editor.

Rob Adams (left field)

The first of four new associate news editors, at least alphabetically, Robert "Page Turner" Adams '90 will work towards putting news roundups on page one.

Niraj Desai (pitcher)

Niraj "Wildman" Desai '90 was only one of the freshmen named Desai who showed up in the news office. Since he worked his way up to the level of associate news editor, The Tech promises to no longer confuse him with his partner.

Peter Duan (umpire)

Peter "Fat" Duan G said he became an editor in order to see Tech complimentary movie tickets and then have a bad time at the films. The Canadian passed the new board, giving it two stars and calling it "outrageous, old, drab.

Hal Bickeland (third base)

Halvard X. "9000" Bickeland '89, who prefers the nickname "Prod Slug Extraordinaire," promised to have the production shop ship shape during his issue as knight editor. Bickeland continues to bring in more photo essays. The new foot-in-ed will work closely with his partner.

David Watson (shortstop)

David M. "Elementary, my dear" Watson '88 promised to give The Tech fewer photo essays. The new foot-in-ed will work closely with his partner.

Jimi Decker (catcher)

Jimi "Bookends" West G is one of the few, theprod, the contributing editors. He will review homerooms and fill out a short cash qualification form from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
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The Intermission Trio Plus, led by Associate Provost Samuel Jay Keyser plays in Loboddy 13 during Friday's dedication of the Ronald E. McNair PhD '85 Building.
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By Steve Berczik, and allow ourselves to live more in the peace that she generates.

Simeon Garfinkel, editor

"We have a fourth?" Stern '87, our outgoing editor in chief, gets to rest after a full year of running this rag.
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